15th October 2018

REFERENCE NUMBER: MGOZ/MPU T 57/2018

TENDER FOR REGENERATION WORKS AT THE WATER PUMPING STATION AT ZEWWIEQA IN MGARR HARBOUR, GOZO.

Clarification No. 1

Reference is made to the above-tender, for which deadline for submission of offers is the 26th October 2018 at 09.30am.

Question 1: Kindly specify type of material to be used for partition wall as per item 2.01 of the BOQ

Answer 1: Wall should be constructed in pre-cast hollow concrete blocks consistent with item 2.00 of the BOQ.

Question 2: Kindly confirm that unit of measurement for item 4.00 is per cum

Answer 2: Confirmed

Question 3: Kindly confirm size of plywood sheets to be quoted per number as per item 4.01 of the BOQ

Answer 3: Please refer to article 16 of Section 4 of the tender dossier

Question 4: Kindly clarify what is the type of gypsum boards to be used for item 5.01

Answer 4: Standard gypsum boards are required
Moreover, the Contracting Authority wishes to notify bidders of the following changes in cross referencing between the tender specifications [Section 4] and the Bill of Quantities:

1. *Specifications in Part 2 of Section 4* – makes reference to item 2.03 – concrete works of the BOQ
2. *Specifications in Part 3 of Section 4* – makes reference to item 2 – construction works of the BOQ
3. *Specifications in Parts 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 10.1 of Section 4* – are outside the scope of this tender and are not to be considered
4. *Specifications in Parts 11, 12 and 14 of Section 4* – makes reference to item 5.04 of the BOQ

All other tender documents, conditions and requirements, which are not superseded by this Clarification, remain in place.